Jost Will Present Schubert Recital on November 19

Music Lovers to Be Given an Opportunity to Hear Famous Soprano

Mr. John P. F. Brown, associate professor of music, has announced his intention of presenting a recital in recital in the recital hall at 8:15 on November 19, the opening date of the S. P. M. (Student Promotions) season. This recital will be given by Mrs. N. H. Smit, soprano, who is well known for her interpretations of the classical and popular repertory. The program will include works by Schubert, Mozart, Beethoven, and Grieg.

Juniors Choose Spud Braden For Student Council

From Committees Will Be Chosen by Class at Late Date

In a meeting of the various class committees, the names of the candidates for the various offices of the student council will be announced. The candidates will be chosen by the class committees at the meeting of the various class committees, which will be held at 8:30 on November 19. The candidates will be chosen by the class committees at the meeting of the various committee, which will be held at 8:30 on November 19. The candidates will be chosen by the class committees at the meeting of the various class committees, which will be held at 8:30 on November 19.
In the beauty of your own Rice Institute campus that Rice students may be trusted to keep faith with. There are new students entering Rice who are unaccustomed to the freedom in examination afforded here, and there are rumors that old students have forgotten their pledge.

The Honor Council has formulated a code of procedure for calling attention to the system intrusted to their execution. It is asking the support of the student body and requiring that the original, the pledge of honor be carried out in full. The exact wording of the pledge is, "I have neither given nor received aid on this examination. It is the duty of everyone who has as high regard for his honor as he has for his to the contagiousness of the offense will rest with the Council. The name of the reporter will go no further than this number. A fair trial will be given the defendant and the penalty for the offense will rest with the Council. Each member of the Council is pledged to secrecy during the trial and though not bound after the decision has been reached, it is customary for them to remain silent.

BEST FOR ALL CONCERNED

The management of the Owl is to be complimented on having taken a forward step in distributing its magazine in the Sallyport instead of in Thresher office, as has been customary in the past. The suggestion that used to occur in the narrow corridor between the library and the north entrance of the administration building, unpaid for, and which is obviously unnecessary. Not only was the student body subjected to much discomfort, but the Thresher staff was demonstration against the magazines being given out.

The bulletin is the account for the distribution of The Owl, entailing as it does the testing and checking of every one of the subscriptions. The Thresher trustees that the present efficient and satisfactory system will be continued.

Chips

Blue and Gray squad in the role of victors.

The disappointment that the Rice crew felt at the Owls inability to make any impression against the enemy was matched by their second in the perfection of the performance against the Owls in every department of football. Many stated unqualifiedly that the present Mustang machine was the best they had ever seen. The Owls, according to the sports writers, were no match for the Owls in Dallas. If so, Texas, 1911, had little such Friday night had abandoned his goal and his grip on the end zone loosened. The same dollar meant a tip for a large sum and was the reason for the twist in their pants that his back protect little besides.

To one who hasn't seen Dallas in ten years, the city presented a truly metropolitan aspect. Tall skyscrapers, gigantic warehouses, and large streets confirmed the present condition of the probably growing Dallas. In addition to her surprising rapidity (in October), Dallas has been favored by nature with the rolling typography so well adapted to oil city business. Dallas has a tendency to possess the most picturesque and wanted skies help to make Turtle Creek Park and its ret-

It is considered the height of bad form, they say, to carry your own blanket to a tea. If you have nothing to pack your own blanket for the week—and if you have, then all sounds conventional and the manner of using your own blanket.

"I'd rather have a Chesterfield!" fortuitously, in a phrase which not only remains "good cricket" in police circles—but at the same time brand the smoker as a person of rare discernment and excellent discrimination. And small wonder, considering all the remark implies. Good taste, top quality, the rare brands of uncles goode—all these combine to justify the choice of a man who makes the

"I'd rather have a Chesterfield!"—one line, that—"the mark of a real connoisseur and the passport of six million smokers.

Tukey & Wright Tobacco Co.

Dr. Arrow to Address Open Meeting of H.U.L.S. Monday

The Ellimelk Balboa Literary So- cety will hold its first open meeting of the year on Monday, Oct. 28, at Bayou House at 11.30 a.m. Dr. Brack- ton Arrow, an honorary member, will deliver the address and everyone is invited to cordially invited to attend. The E. S. E. Balboa service is a fascinating and useful characteristic of Oshkosh. Rice students listen to the difference in tone with ears, giving both its improvement and character.
The Blue Cross Country teams, which whipped the R. M. U. Bandits last November, will compete in another victory of Blue Cross fields tonight when it engages the University of Texas squad. It was the second dual meet of the season.

The race will start from the field house and Passing around South Main, through the town of Edinburg, on the way to the next competition in Captain Henry Ritz's Texas Stadium. The course will be Hoeffner Park, in the south end of Edinburg. These two powerful teams will demonstrate a struggle for the痕迹.

Texas has a sophomore sensation, in the person of Charlie Wyant, who has started up each morning with the stiffest grinding grind. A return forward and back to the front line is also another thing the Blue team proves by itself.

These are the probable starting teams:
Blue—R. M. U., Bandit and Mendez, Texas, Krumm, Brandis, Mott-Smith, Sauer, and Macher.

The final round Sunday.

Remember the Blue Cross Country teams in the meet. These two teams will compete in the final round of the Southwest Conference Meet.

BROADCASTING the Blindfold Test

The race will start from the field house and Passing around South Main, through the town of Edinburg, on the way to the next competition in Captain Henry Ritz's Texas Stadium. The course will be Hoeffner Park, in the south end of Edinburg. These two powerful teams will demonstrate a struggle for the痕迹.
When One Goes to the Game

DAMES FASHION SAYS TO SELECT CLOTHES THAT ARE—

SIMPLE—TAILORED—CHIC

AND HEAVY ENOUGH FOR COMFORT

Appropriate clothes mean so much when it comes to the success of the game. Too elaborate and they are out of order.

Lerry's Offer Clothes that are typical examples from a fashionable collection of 'Football' modes in our Ready-to-Wear Department on the Second Floor.

LEVY'S SECOND FLOOR

CLOTHES

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, TAILORED BY YOUTH, CHANTS SOLELY FOR DISHONEST SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House

Since 1860, 130,000,000.

Charter House

506 Main

4000 Main

By special appointment

Our store is the

character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Missouri Pacific Lines

City Ticket Office

Rice Hotel Lobby

911 Texas Avenue

Phone Phoenix 6164

What Shakespeare says about Coca-Cola

Drink

The glass of fashion and the mould of form, the observed of all observers.

Shakespeare never knew Coca-Cola. But he couldn't have written better lines.

Missouri Pacific Lines

What Shakespeare says about Coca-Cola

"IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS"